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Unless otherwise mentioned explicitly, assume all graphs are simple, undirected, and 
unweighted. 

1. Define the following: 
(a) Isomorphic graphs 
(b) Maximum Independent Set 
(c) Stable Matching 

(3 X 3 = 9) 

2. (a) Consider the following directed, weighted graph. The weights on the edges show the 
capacity of the edges. Compute the maximum flow from the source s to the sink t using the 
Ford-Fulkerson algorithm. At each step, clearly show the flow assigned, the residual graph 
formed, and the augmenting path chosen. In case there are multiple augmenting paths, choose 
the longest path. (12) 
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(b) Find an Eulerian tour in the following graph using Fleury's algorithm. At each step, show 
the choices of edges to follow, which edge is taken, and why. Write the final Eulerian tour 
found clearly. (1 0) 



(c) Explain how you can find the vertex connectivity of a graph using network flows. (7) 

3. Prove that a graph having at least three vertices is 2-connected if and only if for each pair of 
vertices u, v, u # v, there exist at least two int~rnally disjoint u-v paths. (12) 

4. Let G be a connected simple graph not havi'ng P 4 or C3 as an induced sub graph. Prove that, G 

is a complete bipartite graph (where P11 is a path with n vertices and Cn is a cycle with n 
vertices). (10) 

5. Prove or disprove: If G is ann-vertex graph with maximum degree l n/ 2.l a,nd rninitnum 
degree Ln I 2 J -I then G is cQnnected. (12) 

6. Let G be a bipartite graph with bipartitions X and Y such that IN(S)I > lSI for all cD f. S c X. 
Prove that every edge of G belongs to some, matching that saturates· X. (12) 

7. Prove that any two maxin1al k-connected sub graphs of a· graph have at most k - 1 common 
vertices. (Hint: Proof by contradic,tion may be easier) (16) 




